Spatial distribution of sound pressure and energy flow in the ear canals of cats.
Spatial pressure distributions have been measured in the ear canals of ten cats and analyzed to obtain the energy reflection properties of the middle ear over a 10- to 25-kHz range of frequencies. Considerable intersubject variability is observed, much of which can be correlated with the condition of the tympanic membrane. For ears judged to be in good condition, reflection coefficients typically take values of about 0.2 between 15 and 25 kHz, indicating good matching of the dynamical properties of the auditory system to the ear canal sound field. At lower frequencies, the reflection coefficients tend to be somewhat higher and at higher frequencies the reflection coefficients increase quite rapidly with frequency. For ears judged to be in poorer condition, energy reflection coefficients of 0.5 and 0.9 were determined for the 15- to 25-kHz range. The variations of sound pressure along the canal (about 10 dB, even in well-coupled systems) confirm that single point pressure measurements may be inappropriate for defining the acoustical input at higher frequencies and new measures for specifying the input should be investigated. The net flow of acoustic energy into the auditory system, the sound power, is one possibility. Some initial measurements of sound power, obtained from analysis of the spatial pressure distributions, are presented.